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Although most Americans hold the
federal government responsible for the
nation's economic health, state
governments also have a stake in
maintaining strong and vigorous
economies. The states' concern originates
in their general responsibility to promote
the public welfare, as well as with more
pragmatic desires to strengthen their tax
bases. Thei r power over the economy
derives from the general "police power,"
reserved to the states by the national
Con s tit uti 0 n. T his state powe r to
promote the health, safety, and morals of
the people is probably most often
invoked in the regulatory sphere, but it
has also been used to justify state action
di rected ex pi icit Iy to promoti ng
economic growth. Since World War II,
and most especially in the last fifteen
years, the Virginia state government has
devoted considerable amounts of time,
attention, and money to the
encouragement of economic growth and
the promotion of industrial development.
In this article, the Virginia industrial
development efforts wi II be examined, in
reference to the agencies involved and the
programs performed and in comparison
to the efforts of other states.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In the twentieth century, states have
attempted to promote economic growth
primarily by encouraging manufacturing
enterprises to locate and expand within
their borders. State industrial
development programs have included the
use of loans, grants, and tax exemptions,
and also the offer of a variety of free or
reduced-cost services, such as worker

recruiting and training, locational
assistance, marketing analysis, and
specialized transportation services. But
the states have been active in promoting
economic development since even before
the Revolutionary War.

Virginia has been no exception to this
rule. In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, numerous laws were passed by
the colonial legislature that prohibited or
restricted the export of hides, leather,
wool, and other commodities so that the
materials would remain within the colony
and thereby encourage the development
of local processing industries. At other
times, bounties were paid to craftsmen,
farmers, and merchants to encourage the
production and export of goods such as
silk and linen. Some mechanics were
granted seven-year exemptions from road
taxes and militia duty, and other laws
required each county to maintain
f Iax houses, tanneries, and looms for

teaching and training purposes.' Before
the Civil War, Virginia was one of the
most active states in planning and
financing internal improvement
transportation works. It has been
reported that the state supplied more
than half of the capital used in the
project to link the ~ames and Kanawha
rivers, and large quantities-for that
time-of state funds went into various
railroad, turnpike, and river improvement
projects.

After the Civil War, Virginia's 1869
constitution forbade the state's taking a
financial interest in new improvement
projects; Virginia was the only southern
state that gave no state financial
assistance to railroads in the post-Civil

'Gerald D. Nash, State Government and
Economic Development (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1964), pp. 11-12,21-25.

War period.2 But the state was still active
in other ways: it approved railroad
charters and consolidations; established a
department of agriculture and charged it
with promoting agricultural and general
economic growth; and established a State
Corporation Commission with broad
regulatory powers. During the
administration of Governor Harry F.
Byrd, Sr., the state began an extensive
d eve lop me nt-o r ie n ted road-building
effort and established a division of state
advertising and publicity.

CURRENT STATE ACTIVITIES

Nearly all state activities have some
impact on the economy. For example,
even such a seemingly unrelated function
as public welfare has some effect on the
economic system by providing income to
the poor, allowing them to purchase
goods and services and thus increasing the
sales of local and regional businesses.
Moreover, of great importance to
economic development is the
government's provision of what is often
called "social infrastructure"-i.e., public
services in the fields of education,
transportation, health, and public
works-and provision of the legal and
taxation framework within which
business operates. By establishing the
legal constraints on economic behavior,
providing business opportunities through
procurement and construction contracts,
and shaping the overall quality of life, a

2Carter Goodrich, "The Virginia System of
Mixed Enterprise: A Study of State Planning of
Internal Improvements," 64 Pol itical Science
Quarterly 355-87 (September 1949); and his
"Public Aid to Railroads in the Reconstruction
South," 71 Political Science Quarterly 407-72

(September 1956).
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state affects the condition of the
economy.

Of greater interest here, however, are
those state activities that are intended to
have direct and intentional-rather than
in di rect or incidental-effects on the
economic system, and even more
specifically those activities directed to
promoting industrial development. Every
state has a particular "industrial climate,"
in reference to the presence or absence of
various taxation measures and labor laws,
and many states actively seek to provide a
favorable climate as part of their
development efforts. Four other general
activities are usually included among state
development efforts:

1. financial assistance-such as tax
incentives, loans, loan guarantees,
industrial development bonds, and
development authorities;

2. locational assistance-such as
technical aid---~n- site location and
development, and liaison work between
levels of government;

3. manpower development-such as
technical train ing programs; and

4. information-such as advertising,
research and statistics, and general
promotion.3

THE DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT

Si nee the 1960s, eve ry state has had at
least 0 n e agency with the primary
function of promoting industrial, or
manufacturing, development. In Virginia,
the primary agency involved in this area is
the Division of Industrial Development,
the responsibility of which, according to
the Virginia Code, is "to encourage,
st imu late and support the industrial
development and the expansion of the
economy of the Commonwealth."4 The
Division is given the specific duties of
advertising, responding to inquiries from
the advertising, supplying economic
information to industrial prospects, and
working with other groups-private firms,
local organizations, chambers of
commerce-involved with industrial
development. Of the four activities
mentioned above, the Division directly
provides only locational aid and
information, leaving the provision of
financial aid and manpower development
programs to other groups and agencies.
However, through its general
responsibilities the Division is involved
with and, to an extent, coordinates the
provision of the other services.

The overarching problem area with
which the Division of Industrial
Development is concerned is that of

3Terry Smith, Jr., "State Development

Programs," in The Council of State

Governments, The Book of the States, 1974-75

(Lexington, Ky.: 1974), p. 451.

4 Va. Code, 1950, sec. 2.1-64.

inc re as i n g per cap ita i nco me and
encouraging sufficient economic growth
to provide jobs for Virginia's present and
futu re popu Iation. A n other major
concern is that of diversifying the state's
economy, rather than allowing any single
industrial or business sector to
predominate. Within these problem areas,
the Division has three main objectives:
first and most important, to expand the
number and improve the quality of jobs
available to the people of Virginia;
second, to increase the tax base of the
state and its political subdivisions; and
third, to promote generally a higher level
of business activity. To attain these
objectives, the Division works to attract
new industry to the state and to help
existing industry to grow.

The term "industry" is broadly
defined-for example, it includes
co r po rat e head qua rters offices and
recreat ion complexes-but the major
emphasis is on manufacturing because of
its multiplier effect. It is believed that
each new manufacturing job will on the
average cause the creation of at least one
other job in another sector of the
economy to prov ide services to the new
employee and the employee's
dependents. According to demographic
estimates, Virginia needs approximately
forty to forty-five thousand new jobs
annually to accommodate the net growth
of the labor force. The Division of
Ind ustrial Development believes that
manufacturing should directly produce
fifteen thousand new jobs, which in turn
should create fifteen thousand new
service jobs, thus accounting for
tw 0 - t hi rds of the new jobs needed
annually.

CONSTRAINTS

The rea re , howe ve r , imp 0 r tant
con s t r a in t s , bot h self-im posed and
e xte rn ai, to the Division's work of
helping to produce these new jobs. Fi rst,
a new industrial plant must pay its own
way and not be attracted by tax
i nd u ce men t s; it is f e Itthat tax
i nduee men t s are dis c rim inato ry to
established plants and tend only to
attract undesirable types of industries.
Second, new plants must comply with the
state's existing laws and regulations,
particularly in regard to environmental
controls. Third, it is felt that plants
should not be encouraged to locate in
areas where they are economically and
environmentally unsuited. A prospective
new plant that would clearly disrupt the
existing nature of a particular area would
not be encouraged.

The largest constraints on the
Division's work and effectiveness are
external and beyond the state's control;
Virginia's economic growth, and the
growth of any state, is in the long run
sub j e c t to b road nat ion a I and

international economic trends and to the
cold facts of economic life that govern
industrial operations. In the face of
national monetary and fiscal policy,
nationwide business fluctuations, and
volatile international economic forces,
the poyver of any state government is
limited. The state can make the
comparative advantages offered by
Virginia known to business executives,
provide for assistance in financing plant
construction and expansion, help local
communities plan for development, give
assistance in meeting different
government requirements and
specifications, and offer other low-cost or
no-cost services. But the state must still
face two hard facts: unless the national
economy grows, the probability is that
the state's economy will not grow; unless
the economic requirements-land, labor,
raw mate ri a Is, tr ansportation-of a
particu lar industrial sector are met, the
state has little chance of acquiring plants
in that industry.

This second fact is important and
sh ou Id be re-emphasized. The state
cannot simply determine that a particular
locality or region needs a new plant and
then steer industrial prospects to that
area-at least not with any probabi lity of
success. Instead, the state must attempt
to satisfy the specific locational
requirements of a specific plant. Unless a
I0 c a lit yea n pro v ide com par a t ive
economic advantages and sufficient
community facilities for that plant, it has
Iittle chance of acqu iring the plant.
Unless the state steers plants to
communities or areas that can meet the
plants' economic requirements, the state
as a whole will have little chance of
a c qui r ingind u s try. The sta te does
attempt to match industrial requ irements
with area characteristics, but the primary
factor has to be economic suitability.
Furthermore, if the state misleads a
prospect about a locality's characteristics,
the state could acqu ire a reputation for
unreliability and thus lose out on many
other future prospects. The Division of
Industrial Development-and this applies
to any state development
age ncy-co n stantly labors under the
constraint of having to satisfy the
requirements of a particular company; for
if those requirements are not met, the
company will go elsewhere and the state
as a whole will lose.

For this reason, there apparently is no
explicit overall state plan for industrial
development. There are strategies and
tactics and goals, but there is no overall
plan in the sense of procuring X number
of jobs in industry Y and L number of
jobs in industry M for area A. That is to
say, the Division does not have an explicit
plafl to encourage the industrial growth
of a particular area of the state at the



possible expense of other areas. The
Division is aware in intimate detail of the
economic characteristics, demographic
traits, and availability of financial aid and
industrial sites in localities in every part
of the state, and it makes those traits
known to industrial prospects. However,
the Division must present to a prospect
the best possible locations-from that
prospect's point of view-within the state,
or else it is felt the plant will locate in
some other state.

The Division does undertake studies of
particular industrial sectors to determine
the feasibi lity of operation within the
stat e and to d e t e r min e the cost
advantages that Virginia can offer over
alternative locations. If cost advantages in
Virginia are found for a particular
industry-say printing-then the Division
makes a special effort to advertise in
printing trade publications and to make
personal contacts with printing industry
executives. The Division further offers
advice and counseling to communities
that are interested in recru iting industrial
plants. Such studies and efforts, however,
are based on comparative cost
characteristics and economic location
factors, and not on a determination of
th e po lit ica Ily or socially desirable
distribution of population and wealth.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

The primary methods by which the
Division of Industrial Development
attempts to influence the location of
manufacturing are by advertising; by
offering a variety of detailed information
on labor, taxes, transportation, utilities,
sites, and financing; and by providing
Ii ai son work between the industrial
prospect, on the one hand, and private
industrial development groups and local,
regional, state, and federal government
agencies on the other hand. Financial aid,
outside of the conventional commercial
lending institutions, is provided by the
Virginia Industrial Development
Corporation (VIDC), numerous local
development corporations (LDCs), and
local industrial development authorities,
as we II as by several federal loan
programs. Additional statewide financing
programs for industry are now being
investigated by a legislative study
comm ission.

T he V IDC and the LDCs are
essentially similar institutions in that they
are privately-owned corporations existing
under state authorization (the governor
was specifically required by law to
approve the articles of incorporation of
the V IDC) and are financed by the sale of
stock to other private businesses.5

5 Code , sec. 13.1-140 et. seq. See

a Iso Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of

Industrial Development, Virginia Facts and

Figures 1975 (Richmond, undated).

Although technically private, they exist
for the public purpose of promoting
economic growth; and the profits earned
from the loans they make are retained as
working capital. By law, the VIDC is a
"Iender of last resort," i.e., it can only
make loans to firms that have been
refused by conventional lenders. The
loans made by the VIDC and LDCs to
qualifying industrial firms are usually
made in conjunction with each other and
with commercial lending institutions and
federal loan programs.

A local industrial development
authority can issue revenue bonds to
finance the costs of a factory's land,
bu ildings, equipment, and machinery.
Amortization of the bonds is guaranteed
by the private industrial tenant. Since the
interest earned from municipal bonds by
the purchasor is within certain limits
exempt from federal income taxation, the
interest rate paid by the guarantor is
lower than that for private corporate
bonds, thus giving the firm a considerable
savings in financing costs. This, plus the
ability to get 100 percent financing
without going to other sources or using
add i t ion a I cor po rat e fu nd s, makes
industrial revenue bonds very attractive
to manufacturing firms.

There are several state agencies that
provide to industrial firms direct services
w h i ch can produce considerable
cost-savings to the firm. Most of these
services can be generally classified as
manpower development, such as
employee recruiting, screening, and
training. For example, the Special
Training Division of the State Board of
Community Colleges offers to those new
or expanding firms that qualify a variety
of special ized personnel and train ing
services. The Special Training 0 ivision
will aid a plant in defining overall and
specific manpower requirements, provide
sub stan t i a I ass is tance in recru itin g,
prescreening, and testing prospective
employees, and then will design and
operate a specialized training program for
the new employees of that plant.

Other state agencies with programs in
this field include the Virginia
Employment Commission, the
Department of Education, and the
Department of Labor. While the major
function of the VEC-and of the other
two agencies-is not industrial
development, it does have some specific
fee-free programs designed to meet a
particular employer's personnel needs,
especially in the areas of recru itment,
screening, testing, and training. The VEC
also offers training subsidies and
incentives, ranging up to 50 percent of a
worker's salary, for on-the-job training
performed by the employer; provides
consu Iti ng and advisory services to
employers in such matters as job analysis

and labor problems; and provides labor
market information. The Department of
Education works with the VEC to
organize and design training programs and
provides financial and consu Itative aid to
school districts and other groups in the
area of vocational education. Technical
aid to employer sponsors in organizing
and conducting apprenticeship programs
is offered by the Labor Department. A
different type of cost-saving service is
provided by the industrial access road
program of the Department of Highways,
w h ich will construct, improve, and
maintain road facilities to new or
expanding manufacturing plants that have
local government approval, that fit within
certain financial and legal constraints, and
that have been recommended by the
Division of Industrial Development.

There are doubtless other agencies and
programs that could be mentioned and
which do have direct impact on economic
development. For example, there are
state programs to increase the sales of
agricultural products, to promote
tourism, to promote the use of water,
marine, and other natural resources, and
to promote the development of Virginia's
ports. But since our interest here has been
industrial development, only those direct
and intended state efforts to influence
the location of manufactu ring plants have
been included.

COMPARING STATE EFFORTS

The involvement of different state
governments in industrial development
can be compared in at least three ways.
The first is by looking at the varied state
activities and laws in the field of
industrial development. The number of
such activities and laws is legion, but
three sources-the Council of State
Governments, the periodical Industrial
Development, and the federal Economic
Development Administration 6 -in their
1973 surveys agreed on at least forty-fou r
activities, including "right-to-work" laws,
revenue bond financing, various types of
loan and loan guarantee programs, and
assorted tax inducement programs. An
admittedly rough index of the extent of
state i nvo Ivement in industrial
development can be obtained by adding
the number of activities which each of
the fifty states undertakes. For example,
Virginia engages in twenty-one of the
forty-four activities, compared with the
national mean of twenty-two and median

6The Book of the States, 1974-75, pp.

451-56; Linda Liston, "The Fifty Legislative

Climates," 142 Industrial Development 8-11

(Nov. / Dec. 197 3 ) ; u.S. Department 0 f

Commerce, Economic Development

Admin istration, "State Assistance, Incentives,

and Services to Industry," 10 Economic

Development (February 1973).



of twenty-one. Four of Virginia's
immediate neighbors are involved in more
(twenty-nine in Tennessee, twenty-six in
Kentucky and Maryland, and twenty-two
in North Carolina) and one (West
Virginia, with seventeen) has adopted
fewer. The highest-ranked states are New
York and Oklahoma with thirty-four,
Pennsylvania with thirty-one, and
Alabama with thirty; while California and
several other western states are the
lowest, tallying between sixteen and
thirteen. The most active states on th is
measure tend to be clustered in the
Middle Atlantic region, followed by the
Southeast and New England. The states in
the Far West and Rocky Mountain
regions tend to be the least active.

The industrial development activities
that Virginia has adopted are similar to
tho se adopted by most southeastern
states. Virginia has a "right-to-work" law
and --als\) has-the most common-general
financial aid authorities, but it does not
have many of the specific state loan and
loan guarantee programs and has few tax
inducement programs. A relatively large
proportion of the southeastern states,
however, has adopted some of the tax
exemption programs such as tax
moratoria on land and capital
improvements and on equipment and
machinery. The New England and Middle
Atlantic states conspicuously do not have
"right-to-work" laws but do adopt rather
heavily, compared to other areas,
financial aid programs of all types and
many of the tax exemption laws. To
some critics, state financial aid and tax
exemption programs are in effect "cheap
loan" and "tax-giveaway" programs, and
the southern states are often mentioned
as being particularly inclined to engage in
such activities. Whatever the validity of
the arguments for and against state
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promotional efforts, it should at least be
noted that the northeastern states are as
prone as the southeastern region to use
financial aid and tax exemption
programs.

The second and third measures of state
involvement are both derived from the
ex pe nd itu re s 0 f the primary state
development agency. F-xpenditure data
from the years 1967 through 1974 were
gathered from surveys conducted by the
National Association of State
Development Agencies, 7 and mean (or
average) figures for each state agency
were calculated in order to provide a
longer-ranged look and to guard against
picking a single atypical year. When
non-developmental functions were
ind icated in the survey-many state
development agencies administer tourism
programs, for example-appropriate
adjustments were made in the
calculations. The measures -derived from
these calculations are a mean aggregate
expenditure figure and a mean per capita
expenditure figure (using 1970
population) for each state's development
agency.

Compared with other functions, such
as education or welfare, the expend itures
of state development agencies are not
particularly large. Considering all fifty
state agencies, the average aggregate
expenditure was $1.440 million and the
median was $.760 million. Virginia's
mean expenditure figure of slightly less
than $1 million places her fourteenth in
the nation. Kentucky, with an aggregate
figure roughly twice Virginia's, was
ranked third, North Carolina was sixth,

7National Association of State Development

Agencies, State Economic Development Agency

Expenditures Survey (Washington, D.C.:

mimeo, 1969. 1970. 1971. 1973).

West Virginia ninth, Maryland fifteenth,
and Tennessee was twenty-eighth. By far
the most active state was Pennsylvania
with almost $27 million, followed by
New York, Kentucky, Georgia, and
Hawaii, all with expenditures ranging
between approximately $2-7 million. The
states with the lowest aggregate
expend itures were in the Plains and
Rocky Mountain regions, and the most
active states tended to cluster in the
Middle Atlantic and Southeast regions.

o nth e per cap ita ex pend itu re
measure, Virginia appears to be among
the less active states with a per capita
figure of $0.21 and a rank of thirty-six
compared to the fifty-state average of
$0.46 and median of $0.30. Virginia's
neighbors were mixed, with North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Maryland
spending below the national average per
capita, and Kentucky and West Virginia
above average.,- Hawaii and-A-taska-have
the largest per capita expenditures,
followed by Pennsylvania, Vermont, and
New Hampshire. The areas with the
lowest per capita figures were the Great
Lakes and Plains regions.

Overall, Virginia appears to be of
generally average activity in the field of
industrial development compared with
the nation as a whole and is perhaps of
somewhat less than average activity
compared with its immediate neighbors.
Virgi n ia can hard Iy be called a state that
seeks to attract industry through the use
of tax favors, easy loans, and flashy
advertising, though such charges have
been leveled against some states,
particularly those in the South. Instead,
Virginia's efforts, especially when
compared to those of some other states,
appear to be based on realistic
assumptions and to be operated with
moderation.
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